Note verbale

The Embassy of Peru presents its compliments to the honourable Secretariat of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute and has the honour to submit a candidature for the election of six judges of the International Criminal Court, which will take place at the sixteenth session of the Assembly in New York from 4-14 December 2017.

The Government of the Republic of Peru is presenting the candidature of Ms. Luz del Carmen Ibañez Carranza, Superior Criminal Prosecutor with national jurisdiction for the specialized system for prosecuting terrorism, crimes against humanity and grave human rights violations, as a judge of the International Criminal Court on List A for the years 2018-2027. Peru deems that Ms. Ibañez fully complies with the criteria mentioned in article 36, paragraph 3, of the Rome Statute.

The Embassy of Peru has the honour to submit the candidature and enclose Ms. Ibañez curriculum vitae and the statement of qualifications by the Peruvian Government, in accordance with article 36, paragraph 4, of the Rome Statute and paragraph 6 of the resolution of the Assembly of States Parties on the procedure for the nomination and election of judges of the International Criminal Court (ICC-ASP/3/Res.6).